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APPEARANCES:
ELLIE BROOKS
BYRON MAIZLAND
Sylmar, California, Tuesday, July 18, 2006
7:15 P.M. - 9:15 P.M.

STATEMENT ON THE RECORD

MS. BROOKS: I would like the Environmental Impact Report to be limited to those buildings and
facilities that are fundable now. Those in the master plan that may be for the future should be under a new Environmental Impact Report, as by the time the funds become available to build them, the environment -- being air, traffic, population of student body, et cetera -- will have changed. Those changes will affect the needs and the impact on the community.

(Off record from 7:19 p.m. till 9:10 p.m.)

MR. MAIZLAND: What my request would be is that they take into consideration the speed of the vehicles in our area and see what can be done about slowing the vehicles down because they are very dangerous in the Harding and Eldridge areas where a lot of accidents have been occurring.

And maybe speed bumps or some other way to slow vehicles in those areas may be beneficial to the neighborhood.
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